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INTRODUCTION

The Joint Advisor>- Committee on Conditions ofWork in the Cotton Trade
was first appointed in November, 1944, to consider and advise on practicable

methods of implementing certain provisions of the Factories Act, 1937, and
other problems. In 1958 the Committee was reconstituted and its terms of

reference re-defined.

Since 1946, three Interim Reports have been published which incorporate

recommendations made by a Sub-Committee set up to study the problems

of dust control in card rooms. In the First Report, published in 1946, the

Committee suggested methods of improving dust control and in the Second

Report, published in 1952, they reviewed at length the progress made along

those lines. The Third Interim Report, published in 1957, gave an account of

the development of the Shirley Pressure Point system of extracting dust from

the main dust producing points on carding engines, and recommended this

system as affording a practicable means of implementing the requirements of

Section 47(1) of the Factories Act, 1937.

The Fourth Interim Report, which is now published, describes the Selrow

device, another method of local exhaust ventilation, and gives the results of

tests made of this device under laboratory conditions and under normal working

conditions in a mill.

The Joint Advisory Committee supports the recommendation of its Dust

Sub-Committee that the Selrow device also affords a practicable method by

which the requirements of Section 47(1) of the Factories Act, 1937, may be

implemented in cotton card rooms.
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To : T. W. McCullough, Esq., O.B.E.,

H.M. Chief Inspector of Factories.

Joint Advisory Committee of the Cotton Industry

Fourth Interim Report on Dust in Card Rooms
Sir,

In May, 1958, you appointed us to continue and expand the work of the

earlier Joint Advisory Committee in considering problems of health and welfare

in the Cotton Industry, and advising on practical methods of implementing the

provisions of the Factories Acts, 1937 and 1948. The last act of the previous

Committee was to submit to your predecessor in March, 1957, the Third
Interim Report of its Sub-Committee on Dust in Card Rooms. This Report
recommended the Shirley Pressure Point System as a practicable method of

implementing the requirements of Section 47 of the Factories Act, 1937, in

cotton card rooms.

One of the decisions made at our first meeting was that we should adopt

this Sub-Committee which has continued to be active under its new title of the

Dust Sub-Committee. It has been considering the development of other devices

for the extraction of dust for carding engines by local exhaust ventilation.

The Sub-Committee has now submitted its Fourth Interim Report; this

describes the completed tests on the Selrow device. Full details are given of the

results of both a laboratory-style test on a single card and a test under normal

working conditions at a mill. We have carefully considered the Report which

requires no further technical comment from us. We are in full agreement with

the conclusion of the Sub-Committee that the results of the tests justify the

recommendation of the Selrow device also as a practicable method by which

the provisions of Section 47 of the Factories Act, 1937, may be implemented in

cotton card rooms. We commend the Report to your notice.

We wish also to support the views expressed by our Sub-Committee on

the more general aspects of dust control and to re-emphasise the importance

of vacuum stripping and waste removal, of the suppression of dust in opening

and blowing rooms and of the effective maintenance of dust control equipment.

We hope to receive a further report from the Sub-Committee when the

results of the proposed mill trial for the dust extraction device submitted by

Atmospheric Control Limited are available.

Finally, we wish to thank the members of the Sub-Committee and all others

who have been associated with them in this valuable work.

(Signed) A. S. Bettenson {Chairman)

Elizabeth K. Blackburn
F. Dunkerley
FIarry Earnshaw
Geo. B. Fielding

Michael Grey
Douglas W. Hill
John Lindley

A. McAlpine
John Mills

A. Roberts
C. Schofield

E. Waller
Lewis Wright

K. Fletcher (i'ccretarj)
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Fourth Interim Report of the Dust Sub-Committee

In our Third Interim Report, which was submitted to the Joint Advisory

Committee in 1957, the Shirley Pressure Point System was recommended as

a practicable method by which the provisions of Section 47 of the Factories

Act, 1937, could be implemented in card rooms. In the course of the Report

we mentioned that two other local exhaust ventilating systems were being

developed which we hoped might be brought up to the standard of efficiency

which would allow us to make further recommendations. In January, 1959, we
were able to make a progress report to you in which we gave the results of the

“laboratory” type tests on single cards of both these devices and suggested

that the results were sufficiently encouraging to merit trials on a larger scale.

Such trials have now been carried out on one of the devices (the Selrow device)

and the present Report contains our recommendations on it.

We understand that arrangements are in hand for a mill trial of the other

device (submitted by Atmospheric Control Limited). When the results are

available, we shall report to you again.

Other aspects of the dust problem have continued to occupy our attention

and we take this opportunity to re-state our views on the importance of vacuum
card stripping and waste removal, of the suppression of dust in opening and
blowing rooms and of the effective maintenance of all dust control equipment.

The Selrow Device

The Selrow device was submitted for the Sub-Committee’s consideration

by D. Howorth & Son Limited, Halifax Road, Rochdale. It consists basically

of three sets of |-inch diameter tubes, connected to exhaust ducting, which are

arranged inside enclosures designed to deflect and contain the dust liberated

in the process. The enclosures are at the taker-in end of the card, over the doffer

cylinder and calender rollers and over the flats brush. The open ends of the

tubes are so placed as to provide suction points across the width of the card.

There are seven tubes in the set at the taker-in, five at the doffer and three

at the flats brush. The device is designed to be connected to exhaust trunking.

The results of the laboratory tests are given in Appendix “A” and those

of the mill tests in Appendix “B”. The conditions in which the tests were taken,

with the rate of air exhausted, the type of cotton used and the carding rate, are

fully described in the Appendices. The dust count tables need little further

comment; in comparing the laboratory results with the mill,results, it should be
remembered that in the mill tests no allowance was made for dust in the air

drawn into the room to replace the exhausted air. When this is taken into

account, the apparent disparity between the two sets of results will be seen to

be largely resolved. In normal working conditions the device is shown to have
an overall efficiency of about 62 per cent.

The device has now been successfully in use under ordinary mill condition?

for some months and we have seen it at work: we were assured that it did not
interfere with the normal working of the card.

Consideration of the results of the tests together with our observations

at the mill have brought us to the unanimous conclusion that the Selrow device

should be recommended as a practicable method by which the provisions of
Section 47 of the Factories Act, 1937, could be implemented in card rooms.
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We should like to record our appreciation of the work of those who have

conducted the tests on these devices. Our particular thanks are due to Mr. W.

Bowles who has generously provided facilities for the mill trials of the Selrow

device. We are also indebted to Mr. S. Smith, H.M. Chemical Inspector of

Factories, and to Mr. F. Brownsett of Shirley Institute, who carried out the

work of dust estimation. We also wish to thank our secretary, Mr. K. Fletcher,

who has been very active in making all arrangements for the tests and for our

meetings.

We are again grateful to Dr. Schilling for attending one of our meetings

and telling us of the progress of his researches into hyssinosis.

Vacuum Card Stripping and Waste Removal

Since we last reported to you it has been suggested to us that our

recommendation of local exhaust ventilating systems for use on carding engines

has given the impression that the use of vacuum equipment for card stripping

and waste removal is unnecessary when such devices are fitted. This has never

been the Committee’s view. The local exhaust ventilating systems dealt with

in this Report and in our Third Report are designed to remove the dust

liberated during the carding of cotton and make no claim to control dust

generated during the stripping of the card or the removal of waste. The use

of vacuum equipment for these purposes was strongly recommended in our

First and Second Reports and we wish to stress that its value is in no way

diminished by the fitting of local exhaust appliances. We regard the two types

of equipment as complementary in the effective control of dust in card rooms.

Dust in Blowing Rooms and Cotton Chambers

In our First Report of November, 1945, we made certain recommendations

about the control of dust in cotton chambers and blowing rooms. These

recommendations do not appear to us to have been as widely adopted as we

had hoped and we wish to take this opportunity of re-stating them. They were :—

(1) that effw:tive measures be taken to prevent leakage of dust from the

opening machinery and, in particular, that the hoppers of hopper

feeders and bale breakers should be more completely enclosed and

provided with arrangements to enable the exhaust to be more effective

;

(2) that pneumatic systems replace manual methods in the following

operatixis:

—

(a) the removal of blowing room droppings;

{b) the clearance of dust trunk boxes.

We believe that the adoption of these measures would not only improve

working conditions in the cotton chamber and blowing room but might, by

removing a greater proportion of dust in the earlier processes, reduce the

amount released during carding.

Maintenance ofDust Removal Equipment

Finally, we wish to emphasise the importance of maintenance if dust

control equipment is to be effective. We would urge that there should be

8
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systematic maintenance and testing of all dust removing appliances in order to

ensure that once installed they are kept at full efficiency.

(Signed) A. S. Betienson (Chairman)

Wilfred Bowles

H. Chorlton

C. Henniker-Heaton

Douglas W. Hill

R. H. Pearce

A. Roberts

E. Waller

K. Fletcher (Secretary)
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APPENDIX “A”

“Laboraton” Tests of the Selrow Device on an Isolated Card

On 4th and 5th October, 1958, tests of the device were made using a single

card isolated in a P.V.C. tent. The card was installed in the mill’s card room,

which was not otherwise in use during the tests, and was employed on carding

middling to strict middling cotton of 1-^-inch staple length at a rate of 16 lbs.

per hour. The card used for the test was a Howard & Bullough 45-inch card

made in 1898.

The P.V.C. tent had a capacity of about 2,000 cubic feet and air inlets

were arranged along the bottom of the tent walls. During the first day’s tests

the card was fitted with the Selrow device and air was withdrawn through the

device at about 200 cubic feet per minute, thus giving roughly six air changes

an hour in the tent. On the second day the device was removed, the fan was

stopped and the tent was unventilated except for such air as entered naturally

through the inlets. The card was run for approximately six hours on each day

and was vacuum stripped each day after three hours running.

Dust estimations were made by Mr. S. Smith, H.M. Chemical Inspector

of Factories, using thermal precipitators, and samples were taken near the

taker-in, the doffer and the flats. Samples were also taken on each day in the air

of the room outside the tent.

The results of the tests were as follows:

—

TaMe I (a)

Selrow Hood

“Laboratcay” Test osmg Thermal Precipitators—overall efSciency

Contamination of the Air Inside the ErKlosure
fpartides per c.c.)

Samplisg Pc^tion Device not fitted Device fitted

Flats 401 253

Web 833 178

Takw-in 537 256

Average
|

590 229

AUowan^ for dust in the ambirat atmosphere
j

336 305

' 254
;

; 1

—

The overall ciSciency of the device was, therefore, shown within the limits ofexperimental
error to be 100 per cent.

The figures given in the Table for contamination of the air inside the

enclosure are averages of five samples taken at each position on each day.

The figures for dust in the ambient atmosphere are averages of three samples

taken on each day.
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Arranged according to the number of particles in a given size-range the

thermal precipitator tests gave the following results:

—

Table I (b)

Selrow Hood

“Laboratory” Test using Thermal Predpitafors—efficiency in various particle sizes

Contamination in

particles per c.c.

Size range in microns
Total

0-5 2 3 4 5 Over 5

Device not fitted

Inside enclosure 289 159 64 34 19 11 14 590

In ambient air 205 101 17 7 3 2 336

84 58 47 27 16 9 13 254

Device fitted

Inside enclosure 135 66 17 7 3 — 229.

In ambient air 185 102 14 3 1.
— - 305

- — 3 4 2 - -

Efficiency 100% 100% 94% 85% 88% 89% 100% 100%

Mr. F. Brownsett of the British Cotton Industry Research Association

concurrently took samples by electro-static precipitator for gravimetric

measurement. The instruments were placed near the taker-in and the dolfer.

Tests were made for about six hours on each day and each measurement

sampled about 10 cubic metres of air. The results were as follows:

—

Table n

Selrow Hood

“Laboratory” Test using the Electro -static Precipitator

Contammation of the Air Inside the Enclosure
(mgms./cu.M.)

Sampling Position Device not fitted Device fitted Efficiency

Taker-in end 3-81 0-62 84%

Doffer end 2-50 0-70 72%

Overall 3-16 0-66 79%

It is the opinion of Shirley Institute that with this technique of dust

estimation a series of S six-hour tests are necessary to get a completely rehable

result. The figures given above were obtained from 1 six-hour test in each

condition.

In the ealcnlation of the efificiency of the device in this table no allowance

is made for the dust in the ambient atmosphere.
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APPENDIX “B”

Mill Trial of the Selrow Device

For the purpose of the trial, part of the card room at Era Ring Mill,

Rochdale, was partitioned off with hardboard so as to form an enclosure

of approximately 24,500 cubic feet containing a single row of eleven cards.

The hardboard partition was complete except for three doorways and an area

of approximately 150 square feet in the apex of the roof at one end of the

enclosure. In the first part of the trials the doorways were covered with hessian

curtains, but the area in the apex was left open to provide a relief for the air

which was entering the enclosure through the plenum ventilating system.

During the second part of the trial, when the exhaust ventilating device was

in use, hinged doors were provided and the space in the roof apex was filled

with a sheet of P.V.C.

The cards in use during the trial were Howard & Bullough 45-inch cards

made in 1916 and they were employed in carding a Russian/East African/

Mexican mixture of a staple length of 1^-inch at a rate of 13-7 lbs. per hour.

These conditions applied in both parts of the trial, but Shirley Analyser tests

of the laps being carded showed that the cotton processed while the Selrow

device was in use was appreciably dirtier than that being processed in the first

part of the tests. The figures are given in a table below.

Grinding and brush stripping were not done while dust sampling was in

progress, but the cards were vacuum stripped every three hours.

Air entered the enclosme from the mill ventilating system through a

1 5-inch duct and was discharged inside the enclosure from eleven 5-inch holes

spaced along one wall at a height of about 10 feet. During the first part of the

tests the air was allowed to escape through the unboarded portion in the apex

and in the second part air was removed from the enclosure through the exhaust

ventilating devices on the cards.

In both parts of the trial the electro-static precipitators employed by

Shirley Institute for talcing gravimetric samples were placed at the front and

back of the cards at about the middle of the enclosure. Thermal precipitator

samples for estimation by counting were taken by H.M. Factory Inspectorate

at the front and back of each card and in the spaces between the cards.

The first part of the trial was made between 19th and 25th January, 1959,

when the cards were used in the normal way without local exhaust ventilation.

General ventilation of the room was provided by a plenum system. During that

period the amount of air entering the enclosure varied from time to time

depending upon the relative temperature and humidity. Conditions were kept

as far as possible at the optimum for the proper carding of the cotton and this

necessitated changes in the rate of ventilation as the outside temperature

altered. The changes were controlled by the carder. When the tests began the

air was flowing through the 15-inch duct at a rate of approximately 900 feet

per minute, thus giving a volume of air of about 1,100 cubic feet per minute or

three changes of air per hour in the enclosure. When necessary the velocity

of air was increased to about 1,250 feet per minute, thus giving a volume of

about 1,550 cubic feet per minute or approximately four changes of air per hour.

Changes from the lower to the higher rate took place on every day except one

during the trial and usually lasted about two hours.

The second part of the trial was conducted between 11th and 16th May,

1959, when all the cards were fitted with the Selrow dust extraction unit. As
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the Selrow devices were designed to extract 200 cubic feet of air per minute

on each card (i.e. 2,200 cubic feet per minute from the room) it was necessary

to allow for a greater input of fresh air than had been allowed for the previous

part of the test. The actual amount entering the enclosure through the plenum

ventilating system was approximately 2,450 cubic feet per minute thus giving

about six changes of air per hour. As the input of air was greater than the

amount of air extracted, a slight positive pressure was maintained in the

enclosure throughout the test. This was done to ensure that dust from the rest

of the card room was not drawn into the enclosure through the doors while

the test was in progress. Measurements taken at the beginning of the test

showed that the Selrow devices were extracting about 195 cubic feet of air

per minute from each card, but it was found later in the week that this figure

had been somewhat reduced. The air extracted from the cards was passed via

the main exhaust system of the mill and the settling chamber to outside air.

It will be seen from Appendix “A” that during the “laboratory” tests of

the device allowance was made in the calculation of the thermal precipitator

results for dust in the “clean” air which was brought into the enclosure. By
this means a theoretical efiiciency was obtained which would be impossible

to obtain in practice. During the mill trial no such allowance was made. The

figures below are intended to show the actual reduction in dust load in the

card room atmosphere which resulted from the use of the device.

The thermal precipitator samples were taken in sets of three in the spaces

between the eleven cards. Samples were taken in every such space except the

one between the last card and the partition where the gap was too narrow to

allow the instruments to be used. In each set of three samples, one was taken

near the doffer of the card, one near the taker-in and one at the centre of the

space between the cards. Sample No. lA was, therefore, taken in the space

between the first card and the wall near the doffer of the engine. Sample No. IB

was taken in the same space near the middle of the card and Sample No. 1C near

the taker-in. While the tests were in progress with the device in use it was found

that for a short period on one day the main ventilating fan for the mill had

been left off and this may have reduced slightly the amount of air being drawn

through the devices and discharged into the general exhaust system. The samples

taken during this period are marked. The results were as follows:

—

13
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Tablem
Device Not Fitted

Particles per c.c. in Size Range of Given Upper Limit (Microns)

Sample No. 0-5 & Total

below 2 3 4 5 6-25 7-5 10

3A 759 372 186 100 50-1 214 14-3 7-10 1510

IB 669 283 115 48-2 18-1 6-04 1140

1C 628 233 121 67-3 31-5 134 4-51 1100

2A 714 359 in 20-3 5-06 1210

2B 388 190 100 45-0 17-3 6-92 3-46 751

2C 461 257 91-3 304 21-7 13-0 8-70 4-35 887

3A 424 250 125 53-5 26-7 134 8-92 4-46 905

3B 479 242 112 65-1 37-2 13-9 4-65 953

3C 335 202 96-1 49-7 26-5 9-94 6-63 3-31 729

4A 531 287 60-0 30-0 17-1 8-57 4-28 938

4B sample ruined

4C 729 336 133 61-2 25-5 10-2 5-10 1300

5A 916 466 128 32-1 8-03 1550

5B 926 478 149 44-8 14-9 7-47 1620

5C 1170 697 267 46-5 23-2 11-6 2220

6A 527 287 143 50-8 18-5 9-24 4-62 1040

6B 674 407 225 77-2 35-1 21-1 140 7-02 1460

6C 461 307 173 99-1 29-7 14-9 9-91 4-96 1100

7A 585 215 81-7 34-4 17-2 17-2 12-9 S-60 4-30 975

7B 491 294 120 48-2 33-7 24-1 14-4 9-63 4-82 1040

7C 748 345 150 52-0 26-0 13-0 6-50 1340

SA 534 315 124 50-6 22-5 16-9 11-2 5-62 1080

SB 761 334 242 99-6 42-7 28-5 14-2 7-11 1530

SC 580 349 128 39-3 19-7 4-92 1120

9A 485 287 140 51-5 184 7-36 3-68 994

9B 445 260 135 41-7 18-6 9-28 4-64 913

9C 665 315 204 87-4 40-8 23-3 5-83 1340

lOA 780 450 143 60-0 37-5 22-5 7-50 1500

lOB 771 369 125 48-9 21-7 10-8 5-40 1350

IOC 448 277 151 53-5 34-1 194 9-77 4-89 997

11

A

874 367 195 85-8 31-2 7-80 1560

IIB 544 303 139 56-5 25-7 154 5-12 1090

lie 474 248 160 88-2 33-1 16-5 n-0 5-51 1040

Average 624 324 143 56-8 25-9 12-5 6-59 2-42 0-44 1200

Note.—^The results in Tables HI, IV and V are given to three significant figures.
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Table IV

Device Fitted

Particles per c.c. in Size Range of Given Upper Limit (Microns)

Sample No. 0-5 &
below 1 2 3 4 5

1

6-25
1

7-5 10

Total

1A1 Main 702 309 63-8 29-4 14-7 4-95

'

1

1120

IB fan 272 91-4 24-7 3-82 1-89 394

1C was off 489 236 55-8 12-8 4-31 798

2A during 388 174 53-6 16-7 3-37 636

2B samples 314 135 36-2 9-64 4-82 2-41 502

2C lA to 309 119 46-4 13-2 2-21 490

3A 3B 343 189 47-9 7-55 2-54 590

3B ^ incl. 314 139 390 12-2 7-30 2-42 514

3C 222 108 35-4 130 3-74 382

4A 304 122 44-1 23-4 10-4 2-58 506

4B 259 121 43-1 21-6 12-9 6-49 4-32 ' 2-16 470

4C 153 75-8 26-5 13-2 7-23 2-42 278

5A 234 119 35-1 13-4 6-68 I-6S 410

5B 208 111 55-7 191 6-34 3-19 404

5C 369 151 64-6 21-5 6-12 612

6A 240 101 51-5 17-8 9-89 5-95 1-97
^

428

6B 126 69-2 36-2 13-4 3-10 248

6C 218 121 49-2 17-6 8-78 3-51 418

7A 224 108 38-0 180 8-0 1-99 398

7B 173 106 62-8 28-4 13-5 4-49 1-48 390

7C 216 99-8 46-3 24-9 14-2 5-34 1-80 408

8A 247 95-5 25-3 9-73 1-94 380

8B 142 68-4 31-6 13-9 5-06 1-26 262

8C 202 104 41-8 24-4 10-5 6-98 390

9A 222 120 39-9 190 9-48 3-81 414

9B 218 95-6 42-0 21-0 7-64 3-82 1-91

;

390

9C 208 106 37-8 15-1 9-46 3-80 380

lOA 239 106 56-7 33-3 13-7 3-93 !

452

lOB 172 93-8 44-8 18-2 7-00 4-18 1 340

IOC 236 109 47-5 19-8 7-92 3-96 2-00 ^ 426

llA 245 125 52-3 14-9 7-47 3-74 1-89
:

450

IIB Sample not taken

lie 255 120 33-8 11-3 2-24 i

1

422

Average 264 123 44-0 17-2 7-33 2-59
1

0-48
:

0-07 459
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Table V

EflSciency

Particles per c.c. in Size Range of Given Upper Limit (Microns)

0-5 &
below 2 3 4 5 6-25 7-5 10

Device not fitted

(Table HO
624 324 143 56-8 25-9 12-5 6-59 2-42 0-44 1200

Device fitted

(Table IV)
264 123 44-0 17-2 7-33 2-59 0-48 0-07 - 459

Efficiency % 57-7 62-0 69-2 69-7 71-7 79-3 92-7 97-1 100 61-8

Dust samples taken concurrently by members of the staff of Shirley

Institute for gravimetric measurement gave the following results:

—

Table VI

Electro 'Static Precipitator Tests

Atmosphere Dust Load in mgms./cu.M.

Sampler No. Without Device With Device

Doffer end Cl C2 2-27 0-72

Taker-in end D1 D2 2-29 0-75

Mean 2-28 0-73

Efficiency: Doffer end 68 %
Taker-in end 67 %
Overall 68 %

The samplers were placed at about the middle of the enclosure with Cl
and C2 close to the doffer cylinders and D1 and D2 near the taker-in end of

the card. The figures in the table show the mean of 5 six-hour tests without the

device fitted and 4 six-hour tests with the device fitted. It was intended that

the tests under each condition should have been the same, but on 14th May the

Shirley representative noticed, after he had started his equipment, that the fan

exhausting the dust hoods had not been switched on. The hoods had not been
operating for about If hours when the omission was noticed and the Shirley

tests include about one hour of this time. For this reason the results from
14th May were omitted when calculating the mean dust load.
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Table VH
Results of Shirley Analyser Tests

Shirley Analyser tests were made on the laps being carded.
For the first tests only one quality was carded, but when the hoods
were fitted two qualities were being used.

Lint

%
Trash

%
Cage Loss

%
99-04 0-60 0-36 without hoods

Pink quality 98-85 0-72 0-43

Blue quality 98-33 0-85 0-82 with hoods

Mean 98-59 0-79 0-62
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Plate 2

The feed end of the card with the cover removed. The seven extraction tubes spaced
across the card are visible.
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Plate 4

General view of the Selrow enclosure over the doffer end of the card. The enclosure of
the flats brush is also seen. This contains three extraction tubes.
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Plate 5

View of the doffer cover opened showing double-hinged construction.

Plate 6

Doffer cover open and side plates removed for grinding.
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Plate 7

Vacuum stripping being done by opening the hinged flap over the doffer. The vertical

component beneath the vacuum pipe contains the five extraction tubes over the doffer.
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